
Brooms and Lobby Dust Pan
High quality brooms and lobby dust pan designed for strength, durability, and 
cleaning ease.

Features
• Sturdy metal handles will not crack, warp, or splinter
• Heavy duty reinforced steel threads can’t be broken
• Wide sweeping surface cleans larger areas in less time

Benefits
• O-Cedar® Brooms have an angled cut for sweeping hard-to-reach corners or 

under furniture
• Rear wheels on MaxiPlus® Lobby Dust Pan make it easy to sweep  

and keep moving

O-Cedar®



Brooms and Lobby Dust Pan

Product Descriptions 
91351 O-Cedar® MaxiPlus® Professional Angle Broom with Flagged Bristles - Solid block, meaning no chance of separation from shroud. 
Fully washable, long-lasting synthetic bristles will not wear down, break or fall out like conventional corn bristles. Flagged PET (Polyethylene 
Terephthalate) bristles sweep the finest particles. Sturdy 48” x 15/16” metal handle with swivel hang cap will not crack, warp, or splinter. Swivel 
hang cap helps keep janitor closet clean and organized. 14” sweeping surface cleans larger areas in less time. Deep thread insert prevents 
breaking of handle tip.
CB064205 O-Cedar® MaxiStrong® Angle Broom with Unflagged Bristles - Extra thick sturdy metal handle, with swivel hang cap will not crack, 
warp, or splinter. Heavy duty reinforced steel thread can’t be broken. Swivel hang cap helps keep janitor closet clean and organized. Unflagged 
polypro bristles prevent ends from matting together from grease and grime; great for back-of-the-house use in food service. Low-profile shroud, 
makes sweeping under low kitchen cabinets easier. Fibers are made from 95% recycled plastic which is washable and sanitary. 13” sweeping 
surface cleans larger areas in less time.
CB962082 O-Cedar® MaxiPlus® Lobby Dust Pan with Rear Wheels - Ultra thin edge makes sweeping up particles quick and easy. Easy-Lock™ 
handle securely locks handle in upright position; truly “hands free” emptying. Reinforced yoke eliminates cracking from repeated downward 
pressure to unlock handle. Swivel hang cap on handle allows product to be hung in any direction to best utilize space. The handle is 30” long 
and Dust Pan is 13” wide x 4.5” tall x 11” deep.
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Product Pack size Product code

O-Cedar® MaxiPlus® Professional Angle Broom with Flagged Bristles 4 pack 91351

O-Cedar® MaxiStrong® Angle Broom with Unflagged Bristles 6 pack CB064205

O-Cedar® MaxiPlus® Lobby Dust Pan with Rear Wheels 6 pack CB962082

Safe handling

Please make sure your employees read and understand the product label and Safety Data Sheet before using this product. The label contains 
directions for use; and both the label and SDS contain hazard warnings, precautionary statements and first aid procedures. SDS are available 
online at www.diversey.com or by calling 888.352.2249. Improper use or dilution may result in damage to surfaces and may result in health 
and physical hazards that match those of the concentrate. 
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